
The Basque Country And Navarre - Exploring
the Rich Cultural Heritage of Northern Spain

Welcome to the captivating region of the Basque Country and Navarre in northern
Spain. Nestled between the majestic Pyrenees Mountains and the azure waters
of the Bay of Biscay, this area is a hidden gem that offers a unique blend of
breathtaking landscapes, vibrant cities, and a rich cultural heritage.

The Basque Country - A Land of Rich Traditions

The Basque Country, known as Euskadi in the Basque language, is an
autonomous community in Spain with a distinct identity and proud cultural
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traditions. With Bilbao as its largest city, this region is famous for its world-class
cuisine, avant-garde art, and stunning coastline.
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When exploring the Basque Country, be sure to visit the Guggenheim Museum in
Bilbao, a masterpiece of modern architecture that houses an impressive
collection of contemporary art. Take a stroll through the Old Town of San
Sebastian, renowned for its Michelin-starred restaurants and beautiful beaches.
And don't miss the chance to hike along the rugged coastline of the Flysch Route
in Zumaia, where you can witness 60 million years of Earth's history.

Navarre - A Historical Land of Diversity

Adjacent to the Basque Country lies Navarre, a region with a rich historical past
and diverse landscape. From the medieval streets of its capital, Pamplona,
famous for the Running of the Bulls during the San Fermín festival, to the
picturesque villages nestled in the Pyrenees, Navarre offers a myriad of
experiences for travelers.

Visit the iconic Castle of Olite, a magnificent fortress that dates back to the 13th
century and will transport you to a time of medieval splendor. Embark on a
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pilgrimage along the Camino de Santiago, a UNESCO World Heritage Site that
passes through Navarre, and immerse yourself in centuries-old traditions and
spirituality.

A Journey through Basque and Navarrese Gastronomy

No visit to the Basque Country and Navarre is complete without indulging in their
world-renowned gastronomy. Known for their pintxos, a delightful variety of small
snacks typically served on a slice of bread, the Basque region offers a true
culinary delight.

Navarre, on the other hand, boasts its unique cuisine influenced by both Spanish
and Basque flavors. Sample traditional dishes like chistorra, a thin sausage made
with pork meat, or try pacharán, a popular local liquor made from sloe berries.

Celebrating Festivities and Traditions

The Basque Country and Navarre are known for their vibrant festivals and
traditions that celebrate their rich cultural heritage. Witness the exhilarating
Tamborrada drumming festival in San Sebastian, where thousands of locals
dressed as soldiers march through the streets to the beat of drums.

Experience the compelling tradition of Basque pelota, a unique sport that
combines elements of tennis and squash, played in special open-air courts. And if
you're visiting Navarre, join the locals in the joyful celebration of the San Fermín
festival, where the running of the bulls attracts thrill-seekers from all over the
world.

The Basque Country and Navarre offer a truly authentic experience for travelers
seeking to explore the rich cultural heritage of northern Spain. From the avant-



garde art scene in Bilbao to the medieval charm of Pamplona, this region has
something for everyone.

Whether you are a food enthusiast looking to indulge in the finest cuisine or a
history buff eager to discover ancient castles and pilgrimage routes, the Basque
Country and Navarre will captivate your senses and leave you with lasting
memories. So pack your bags and embark on a journey through this enchanting
land!
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In this, the most complete guidebook to the Spanish and French Basque Country
and Navarre, Murray Stewart covers the principal cities - rejuvenated Bilbao,
beautiful San Sebastián, verdant Vitoria and lively Pamplona ---- and also delves
deeper into the region's interior, capturing the quirkiness that make it so special.
With 35 maps, 16 walks, advice on where to cycle, horse-ride and surf, he guides
travellers through an area whose profile is firmly 'on the up.' Find the best pintxos
(Basque tapas), the finest chuletón (beef chop) and the freshest fish. From
elegant Biarritz, via the French Basque Pyrénées, to the Navarran 'badlands' of
Bardenas Reales, we take you to fascinating, less-visited places. Here are the
best festivals, including Pamplona's famous, bull-running Sanfermines. Learn
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how the handing-over of three cows has kept the peace for centuries, or where
you can see the annual 'Benediction of the Red Pepper'. Join the walkers on the
Caminos de Santiago, the pilgrim routes which still sustain the local economy,
1,000 years after they began. Find information on the unique Basque and
Navarran wines, top birdwatching sites, history, music, sports and culture ---- and
when to visit.
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